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SOUTH DOWNS NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY

PLANNING COMMITTEE
REPORT OF THE HEAD OF PLANNING

Related planning matters to be considered by the 
Council on behalf of the South Downs National Park Authority

12 July 2018
SECTION 2 – OTHER MATTERS 

PROPOSAL 276 DWELLINGS WITH ASSOCIATED WORKS  INCLUDING 
GARAGES, PARKING, ACCESS AND DEMOLITION OF 44 & 46 
RAMSHILL (AS AMPLIFIED BY TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT 
RECEIVED 05/02/2002, NOISE AND VIBRATION REPORTS RECEIVED 
24/04/2002 & 2/5/02,  PLANT LIST, ECOLOGICAL APPRAISAL, 
PLANTING PLAN RECEIVED 01/05/2002, LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT 
PLAN RECEIVED 26/04/2002 AS AMENDED BY PLANS RECEIVED 
30/04/2002, 16/05/2002 AND 19/12/2002)

LOCATION: Land to the north of Ramshill, Petersfield GU314AT
REFERENCE : 35364/002 PARISH: Petersfield
APPLICANT:       Taylor Woodrow Developments Limited
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: Report be Noted

Purpose of Report 

To update the Committee on the position relating to the provision of the footpath along 
Skinners Farm Lane, which should have been provided as part of the above development. 

Summary

The provision of a public footpath link, as required by a condition attached to planning 
permission 35364/002 along Skinners Farm Lane has not yet been achieved. The matter has 
been the subject of ongoing discussions with both the developers and officers of Hampshire 
County Council acting as Highway Authority.  The purpose of this report is to up-date 
Councillors on progress since the last report in January 2018.



The current position

As the developer had not progressed the provision of the footpath down Skinners Farm Lane, 
a Breach of Condition Notice (BCN) was served in February 2013 to secure the councils 
position in this matter.  The BCN gave 2 years for compliance, as the difficulties in securing 
this route were recognised. 

This lengthy period was in recognition that the agreement of third parties would have to be 
obtained before works could commence on the footpath. If such agreement is not secured 
voluntarily, legal action may be the only option. Two years was considered, at the time, 
sufficient to resolve any third party/legal issues and provide the footpath. 

In response to the BCN, regular meetings have been held with the developer and HCC 
Highways officers to secure a way forward.  As there is no public access to Skinners Farm 
Lane, no formal action can be taken by the council's Building Control Service.  Building 
Control officers have visited the site and have written to the owners of the walls to advise 
them that works should be carried out to make the walls safe.  

The developer sent letters to the four landowners of the walls identified as requiring remedial 
works and has met with the neighbouring landowners to secure a way forward with the 
structures on their land.  This is a private matter between the developer and the adjoining 
landowners to resolve, but progress has been monitored as part of the overall compliance 
with the BCN.  This part of the process has taken a significant amount of time to progress.

The retaining walls of the property closest to Ramshill, are in good condition and do not 
require any remedial works to be carried out.  However, the walls of the next two properties 
(in Hogarth Close) require significant works.  Assessments have been carried out with regard 
to the soil conditions in the gardens of these two properties and a solution devised.  Work 
earlier in the year cleared the overhanging vegetation on the western side of the lane and, as 
a result of a full assessment of the walls that side, a revised design solution has been put 
forward by the developer.

The design solution will not be adopted by the County Highway Authority (CHA) as it does not 
meet their adoption standards.  There has been no compromise in this matter but the design 
would satisfy the CHA with regards to drainage onto Ramshill.  The finalised plans have been 
submitted to formally re-discharge Condition 24 of 35364/002.  The re-discharge of that 
condition has since been issued.

The developer has written to properties in Hogarth Close regarding the replacement of the 
unsafe retaining walls, setting out the situation regarding dangerous structures affecting TW 
land and the cost of TW putting that work right during the course of providing the approved 
footpath route.  A further meeting has been arranged between TW and one of the 
landowners.  A verbal up-date will be given on any further progress on this matter at the 
meeting.

The developer has been in discussion with Petersfield Town Council regarding future 
maintenance of the footpath, once works are complete.  It is understood that the Town 
Council is positive about doing the maintenance as they are due to take over maintenance of 
the landscaped areas within the main site.



The lack of an end-maintenance provider for the footpath has been a major block to it being 
provided and, if the end-maintained is secured, Taylor Wimpey have confirmed that they will 
do the necessary works to the lane and adjacent walls to provide a safe footpath route.

An alternative option would be for the developer to carry out works to the lane, as set out in 
the submitted scheme, but not the works to the adjacent walls, which are outside of their 
control.  The second option would provide the footpath link, lighting, surfacing and drainage 
works but, if brought into use, would have unsafe structures adjacent.  The Council’s Building 
Control Service would then have to consider serving an Unsafe Structures Notice on the 
owners of the walls and secure compliance with the notices.  This would have cost 
implications for the Council for the serving and compliance of the notices, but would ensure 
the provision of the footpath.  The long-term maintenance of the footpath route, however, 
would still need to be resolved.

The period for compliance with the BCN has passed and the notice has taken effect.  
However, given that the developer is continuing to work closely with the Council to secure the 
footpath link, it is considered not expedient at this time to take further action at this time.  It is 
considered that a Court would very unlikely to find in the Council’s favour as all sides continue 
to work towards a positive outcome.

The footpath would become a public route linking to private land, assuming the remainder of 
the Ramshill development is not adopted by the CHA.  It is clearly desirable for the roads and 
footways on the whole development to be adopted as soon as possible. Hampshire County 
Council are in the process of adopting the roads within this estate, subject to compliance with 
Hampshire County Council standards for adoptable works and the submission of all relevant 
documentation by the developer.  

The surface water drainage has already been adopted by Southern Water, removing one of 
the main sticking points in having the highway adopted by HCC.

Whilst the council’s officers will continue to liaise with county council officers over the 
adoption of Skinner Farm Lane, the developer now needs to secure some private form of 
long-term maintenance for the route. 

Meetings between council officers and the developer continue to take place approximately 
every 6 weeks. 

Conclusion

The footpath link down Skinners Farm Lane has proven to be more difficult to provide than 
was envisaged at the application stage.  The compromise position reached in December 2009 
was not progressed by the developer and a BCN has been served to seek to secure the 
works.  The provision of the route is supported locally and negotiations are continuing to 
achieve that end.  

The matter of the works to the walls is a private matter between the developer and the 
adjoining landowners, but progress will continue to be monitored as part of compliance with 
the BCN.



Given that the developer is continuing to work closely with the Council to secure the footpath 
link, it is considered not expedient at this time to take further action at this time.  It is 
considered that a Court would very unlikely to find in the Council’s favour given that all sides 
continue to work towards a positive outcome.

A further report will be brought to this Committee in October 2018, setting out what progress 
has been achieved in securing the provision of the route and whether any further action would 
be expedient at that time.

Recommendation

That the report be noted.


